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 STUDENT CODE OF CONDUCT   
   
INTRODUCTION   

The policies and procedures, herein described, govern the conduct of students of North Carolina Central University (“NCCU”).  
Included is the code of student conduct, disciplinary procedures, hearing procedures, and judicial actions.  Students are 
responsible for complying with the rules and regulations of the University, as well as with all federal, state, and local laws.    
  
AUTHORITY   

North Carolina Central University is a constituent institution of the University of North Carolina.  Pursuant to The Code of the 
University of North Carolina, as adopted by the Board of Governors of the University of North Carolina, the Chancellor is solely 
responsible for all matters of student discipline at North Carolina Central University.  The Chancellor may delegate this authority in 
matters of student discipline to administrative officers, faculty, and staff committees.  The Chancellor has delegated her authority 
to the Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs and Enrollment Management to implement policies and procedures in the matters of 
student discipline at North Carolina Central University.    
  
BASIC PREMISES  

Standards of behavior at North Carolina Central University are intended to enhance and protect the University’s general 
educational process, including research and public service activities, as well as promote personal academic advancement and 
maturation.  Realization of such goals can only be achieved in a civil atmosphere of mutual respect among individuals, of 
appreciation and respect of the rights of other individuals, and of recognition of the rights of individuals and groups to express 
dissent. For any community to be self-governing, the rules under which it operates must be promulgated and understood by the 
community. The Student Code of Conduct is intended to codify and explain the rules for standards of behavior and 
responsibilities, as well as the rights and remedies accorded to all members of the community.   
  
OFFICE OF STUDENT RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES  

The Office of Student Rights and Responsibilities (“OSRR”) administers the Student Conduct Process (Student Code of Conduct 
or Code).  OSRR fosters student growth by promoting students’ awareness and understanding of their rights and responsibilities 
as community members.  It addresses student conduct and creates developmental learning opportunities in an effort to engage 
students in ethical decision-making.  Any questions regarding the student conduct process should be directed to the Director of 
OSRR.  
  
SCOPE OF STUDENT CONDUCT PROCESS  

Upon acceptance of admission to NCCU, each student agrees to abide by the policies of the University and to conduct 
himself/herself on campus and off campus in a manner consistent with its educational mission.  Students have a responsibility to 
review the Student Code of Conduct and other policies and to seek clarification, if necessary, from the Office of Student Rights 
and Responsibilities.  The Student Code of Conduct and other related policies and procedures may be found in the 
Undergraduate Catalog, the Graduate Catalog, the Student Handbook and other University manuals.  In addition, various 
academic units and administrative departments have policies specific to their area of responsibility.  It is the responsibility of each 
student to be familiar with the University policies and procedures.  The Student Code of Conduct and related policies are available 
online.  Printed copies are available in the Office of Student Rights and Responsibilities.  
  
Students are subject to the Student Code of Conduct and related policies from the time they accept admission until their 
graduation from the University.  This means that conduct occurring before classes begin, including New Student Orientation, or 
after classes end, during the academic year, and during periods between terms of enrollment is governed by this Code.  This 
policy pertains to anyone enrolled in an academic course at the University, including but not limited to, undergraduate and 
graduate students who are classified as degree or non-degree seeking, as well as visiting students, professional students and 
individuals not currently enrolled who are continually seeking a degree from the University.  
  
In addition to the consequences set forth in this Code for engaging in behavior that violates the Code, students who are part of 
certain units of the University community, such as graduate students, student athletes, residential students, and law school 
students may be subject to additional behavioral consequences under the standards set by those units.  The Student Code of 
Conduct also applies to student behavior which violates University policies, but which was discovered after the student has left the 
University or has graduated.  Depending on the circumstances of the case, degree revocation might be a consequence.    
  
CAMPUS RULES AND THEIR APPLICABILITY TO STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS 

As part of the North Carolina Central University community, campus organizations represent and are accountable to the 
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University.  All campus organizations, as well as the individuals who compose the student organization, are expected to abide by 
the Student Code of Conduct and related policies.  Each student organization must ensure that its members comply with the 
Student Code of Conduct and related policies.  A student organization may be held responsible for violating the Student Code of 
Conduct and related policies and any such violations may result in disciplinary action in accordance with this Code.  Disciplinary 
action may be taken against the organization as a whole, individual members of the organization, or both. 
   
ARTICLE I – JUDICIAL AUTHORITY    

 
1.01 Jurisdiction of the University   

 The University has jurisdiction over all behavioral infractions that occur in University facilities or property owned, controlled, or 
used by the University. It reserves the right to consider the behavior of students off campus when it is determined that the off 
campus behavior interferes with the University, its educational mission and the safety of the University community. The Director of 
the Office of Student Rights & Responsibilities shall make this judgment on a case-by-case basis. He or she will determine when 
the University’s educational interests are adversely affected. Generally, a student will be charged with a violation of this Code and 
subject to sanctions when, as a result of his or her behavior:   
a. The student is convicted of a felony in a criminal court;   
b. The student is formally charged by authorities with committing a felony of such a nature that the student’s continued presence 
in the University community is harmful to either the student or members of the community;   
c. There exists clear and convincing evidence that the student has committed a felony of such a nature that his or her continued 
presence at the University is potentially dangerous to the health and safety of the University, but where authorities have not 
brought charges or imposed penalties;   
d. The student has engaged in other such activities that demonstrate a flagrant disregard for the University community and/or 
poses a threat to the community; and/or   
e. The student participates in activities that are prohibited by the Code.  
 
1.02 Violation of Law  

In cases where a student charged with a violation of law that is also a violation of the Student Code of Conduct, the University 
reserves the right to proceed under the Student Code of Conduct with a hearing and the possible imposition of a sanction, prior to, 
concurrent with or subsequent to, civil litigation, criminal arrest, and/or criminal prosecution.    
   
1.03 Precedence of the Student Code of Conduct   

A. The Code addresses general student conduct. The Code details the fundamental fairness and process requirements for 
student conduct proceedings. In areas of duplication, wherein a student’s conduct violates the Code as well as his/her academic 
department, the academic department will have final decision making authority regarding resolution of the conduct matter. 
 
B. The Academic Honor Code governs student conduct directly related to the academic life of the University. The Academic 
Honor Code is applicable to any academically related experience involving NCCU students (or alumni in cases where violations 
are discovered after graduation) whether occurring on the campus or at host institutions or sites. All alleged violations of the 
Academic Honor Code must be resolved in accordance with this Academic Honor Code and under the direct authority of a NCCU 
faculty member.  The Academic Honor Code is located on the NCCU website 
(http://www.nccu.edu/formsdocs/proxy.cfm?file_id=1674).   
 
C. Graduate or professional schools within the University may initiate charges against students for alleged violations of 
professional standards or ethics as a separate issue or as an extension of alleged acts of academic dishonesty or violations of the 
Code. Graduate students should note that they are simultaneously accountable to multiple and separate jurisdictions―institutional 
standards of academic dishonesty and/or general conduct, or a departmental conduct officer in cases of alleged violations of 
departmental policies. 
 
Faculty members of each academic unit may implement classroom rules and regulations that govern student conduct during 
classroom and instructional times.  The primary responsibility for managing the classroom environment rests with the faculty 
member.  However, sanctions applied by the individual faculty member may not exceed those specified in the Code.  In addition, 
no faculty member has the authority to suspend or expel a student from his/her classroom for greater than one class period 
without invoking the student conduct process set forth in this Code.  
 
 
 ARTICLE II − ACTS OF MISCONDUCT  
 
2.01 Prohibited Conduct   
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Behavior that is subject to disciplinary action under this Code includes: (1) violations of federal, state or local Law, (2) policies of 
the State of North Carolina, the University of North Carolina, or North Carolina Central University, (3) conduct which presents a 
clear and present danger to members of the University community, and (4) any other behavior that adversely affects the University 
or its educational mission.  Examples of behavior that will be subject to disciplinary action include, but are not limited to, the 
following:   
  
A. Alcohol Violations.  Any violation of NCCU’s Policy on Alcoholic Beverages (Appendix I of this Code) and/or the Zero-

Tolerance Policy, including, but not limited to, binge drinking, use or personal possession of alcoholic beverages by 
undergraduate students, sale or deliveries of alcoholic beverages to undergraduate students, or, serving alcoholic 
beverages to undergraduate students; also includes being intoxicated in public.    
 

B. Arson.  The malicious, voluntary, willful and/or intentional act of setting fire to a building(s) or other structure(s).  Also 

includes activities further defined by North Carolina law.  
 
C. Assault and/or battery.  To place another in fear of imminent bodily contact; the intentional physical touching of another 

person without his/her consent; Also includes behavior that is further defined by North Carolina law.  
 
D. Classroom/University Event Disruptions.  Acting in a manner on University premises that disrupts classes or activities 

of the University.  
 
E. Contempt/Failure to Submit Identification.  Failure to comply with or carry out the official regulations, or order of a duly 

designated authority, agency or agent of the University, including the failure to identify oneself when requested by 
person(s) in authority.   

 
F. Destruction of property.  Vandalism, malicious destruction, damage, misuse or abuse of public or private property, 

including library materials and computer programs and equipment.   
 
G. Disorderly conduct.  For purposes of this Code, disorderly conduct shall Include, but is not limited to, the following:  

a. Disruptive conduct in game rooms or during intramural play, including the use of profanity, display of violent 
temper, refusal to leave the building or area when asked to do so by appropriate University officials, as well as 
conduct which infringes upon the privacy, rights, privileges, health or safety of members of the University 
community;   

b. Excessive or disruptive noise, the public use of unapproved amplified sound, the amplification of sound in a 
manner that disrupts or disturbs the normal functioning of the University.  
 

H. Drugs, Drug Paraphernalia and Other Controlled Substances.  Possessing, using, distributing, buying, selling, 

manufacturing, and/or abusing illicit or illegally obtained substances, or which otherwise violates NCCU’s Policy on Illegal 
Drugs (Appendix II of this Code), the Zero Tolerance Policy and/or North Carolina law.   
 

I. Endangerment.  Acting in a manner that could or did endanger or injure a person or the NCCU community.  Examples of 

endangerment include, but are not limited to, fighting, or operating a vehicle while under the influence of alcohol or drugs.   
 
J. False Alarm/Misuse of Fire or Safety Equipment.    

a. Falsely reporting the presence of an unlawful explosive or incendiary device with the intent to mislead, deceive, 
or disrupt the operation of the University or a scheduled event sponsored or co-sponsored by the University; or  

b. Falsely reporting a fire or other emergency; falsely setting off a fire alarm or discharging a fire extinguisher.  
 

K.  False information – For purposes of this Code, false information shall include, but is not limited to, the following:  

a.   Forging, transferring, altering or misusing any University documents, records or identification cards;   
b.  Furnishing false information to the University or any University official with intent to deceive or mislead;   
c. Knowingly making in public a false oral statement with the intent to deceive and/or mislead or knowingly 

publishing and/or distributing a false written or printed statement with the intent to deceive and/or mislead or 
injure the character and/or reputation of another; and/or  

d. Knowingly furnishing false information to a judicial board, to a judicial hearing officer or to any other University 
official in the discharge of their duties.  

 
L.  Gambling. Placing a bet or wager on an uncertain outcome for money or other items of value unless permitted by law.  

Also includes engaging in activities further defined by North Carolina law.  
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M. Harassing Phone Calls/Inappropriate Cyber Communications. .  Making or assisting in making unauthorized or 

annoying telephone calls, text messages, emails, or otherwise misuse or abuse of electronic equipment that harasses 
another.  

 
N. Hazing.  Physically abusing or harassing another person or creating a situation which produces physical hurt or 

discomfort, severe emotional distress, embarrassment, or ridicule of another person.  
 
O. Infliction or Threat of Bodily Harm.    

a. Intentionally or recklessly causing physical harm to any person while on University premises or at University-
sponsored activities; or  

b. Intentionally or recklessly causing other persons on University property or at University-sponsored activities to 
believe that you mean to harm them; or  

 
c. Intentionally or recklessly causing any act that creates a substantial risk of bodily harm to any person who is on 

University property or at University-sponsored activities, including, but not limited to, throwing objects from 
buildings.  
 

P.  Improper Use of Elevators.  Unauthorized entry into an elevator shaft and/or riding on top of an elevator car.    

 
Q.  Misuse of NCCU Technology/Communication Systems.  Use of NCCU’s technology or communication systems, 

including, but not limited to, NCCU’s telephonic system, internet, intranet or wireless network, in any manner that is 
prohibited by this Student Code of Conduct, the UNC Policy Manual, The Code of the University of North Carolina, or 
local, state or federal law. 

 
R. Resist, Delay & Obstruct.  Intentionally delaying, obstructing, or resisting a person who identifies himself/herself as a 

member of the faculty, Student Affairs, Campus Police or other University employee in the performance of their duties.  
 
R.  Riotous behavior.  Rioting, inciting to riot, assembling to riot, raiding, inciting to raid, and assembling to raid University 

units.   
 
S.  Sexual assault.    

a. Any sexual act directed against another person, forcibly and/or against that person’s will, or not forcibly or 
against the person’s will where the victim is incapable of giving consent (e.g., intoxicated).  Non-consensual 
sexual contact occurs when a person subjects another person to sexual contact without having first obtained 
explicit consent or when he or she knows or should have known that the person was incapable of giving 
consent because of mental incapacitation, mental disorder or physical helplessness.  Sexual contact, includes, 
but is not limited to, kissing, touching of the genitalia, anus, buttocks or breast of a person.  Sexual penetration 
includes any insertion, however slight, of the penis, fingers(s) or any object into the vagina or anus, or the 
insertion of the penis into someone’s mouth.  

b. Unwanted sexual touching (including between acquaintances);  
c. Sexual contact when the person is less than the statutory age of consent.  
 

T.  Sexual harassment.  Any behavior which violates NCCU’s Sexual Harassment Prevention Policy.   

 
U.  Theft.  Stealing, larceny, shoplifting, embezzlement, conversion or the unauthorized possession of the property of 

another.   
 
V.  Trespass.  Unauthorized presence in or forcible entry into a University facility or University owned or leased properties.   

 
W.  Unauthorized Sales/Fundraisers.  Unauthorized solicitation or activity designed to raise money on behalf of an 

individual or group.  
 
X.  Violation of copyright.  Unauthorized use of the name of the University, the name of University officials or the likeness, 

image, logo, or seal of the University, or the names of members of organizations in the University community;    
 
Y.  Violation of University Rules, Regulations or Polices.  Violation of any written policies, regulations or rules of the 

University constitutes misconduct.  
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Z.  Weapons.  Unauthorized use or possession of firearms, ammunition, explosives, fireworks, hazardous chemicals, 

explosives, bows and arrows, knives longer than four inches, swords, or other dangerous weapons.  (While some objects 
are clearly dangerous, the manner in which an object is used may also subject it being considered a weapon.) 

 
ZERO-TOLERANCE POLICY 

North Carolina Central University has a Zero Tolerance Policy for the sale, possession, use or distribution of illegal drugs on or off 
campus.  Any student who is responsible for violating the Illegal Drugs policy of NCCU or the UNC Policy Manual, or local, state or 
federal law, may be administratively withdrawn, suspended or expelled from NCCU with no refund of tuition, and if applicable, 
room and board fees.  
 
North Carolina Central University also has a Zero Tolerance Policy for the sale, possession or consumption of alcoholic 
beverages on campus.  This includes residence halls, classroom buildings, the Student Union, athletic events or any activity 
sponsored by a student organization on or off campus.  Any student who violates NCCU’s Alcoholic Beverages Policy or any local 
or state law may be administratively withdrawn, suspended or expelled from NCCU with no refund of tuition, and if applicable, 
room and board fees. 
 
Students should be mindful of NCCU’s Zero Tolerance Policy so that they do not put their education or housing at risk. 
 
PARENTAL NOTIFICATION FOR ALCOHOL AND DRUG VIOLATIONS 
 

OSRR will notify the parent of any student who is less than twenty-one (21) years of age at the time of being charged with 
violating Section 2.01(a) of this Code regarding alcohol violations and/or the parent of any student who is less than twenty-one 
(21) years of age at the time of being charged with violating Section 2.01(h) of this Code regarding drugs, drug paraphernalia and 
other controlled substances, as soon as practically possible following the initiation of charges against the student. 
 
  
ARTICLE III – JUDICIAL PROCESS   
  

When a student engages in behavior that may violate the Student Code of Conduct, the judicial processes set forth in this section 
shall be followed.  The Office of Student Rights & Responsibilities has been delegated primary responsibility over the judicial 
process for resolution of student conduct issues.   
 
3.01   Initiation of Charges   
  
A.  Filing of Complaint/Initial Review  

1. Any member of the University community may register a complaint with the Office of Student Rights & Responsibilities against a 
student for an alleged violation of University policy.  The complaint must include factual information supporting the allegation.  
Anonymous charges will not be permitted. 
2. Upon receipt of a complaint, the Office of Student Rights & Responsibilities will conduct a preliminary investigation of the 
allegations included in the complaint.  In the absence of sufficient substantive evidence, a complaint will be dismissed.  The Office 
of Student Rights & Responsibilities shall provide written documentation to the complainant (person who filed the complaint) that 
no further substantive review will be had of the allegations made in the complaint.  
3. Should the Office of Student Rights and Responsibilities determine that sufficient substantive evidence exists to substantiate 
the allegations made in the complaint, disciplinary proceedings will be initiated.  
 
B. Notification of Charges  

1. The accused student will be provided written notification of the charges at least five (5) business days prior to any hearing or  
administrative review on the charge.    
2. The notification shall:  

a. Specify the alleged violation of this Code. If the accused student is a dependent student, a copy of the written notification  
shall be sent to the parents/guardians of dependent students.   

b. Inform the student that he/she is presumed not responsible until proven responsible by a preponderance of the evidence. 
c. Instruct the accused student to immediately request a Disciplinary Conference with a conduct officer of the Office of 

Student Rights & Responsibilities, as appropriate.    
 
C. Fundamental Fairness Guarantees 

Students are guaranteed the following elements of fundamental fairness throughout the student conduct process: 
1. In cases involving a hearing before a hearing panel or conduct officer: 
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a.  The accused shall be afforded a fair and timely hearing to respond to the allegations;  
b. Both the accused and the complainant shall have the opportunity to challenge the conduct officer, panelists, or 

composition of any hearing panel if the student alleges the officer/panelist/panel is biased or has an interest in 
the case; 

c. The accused shall be informed of the accusations and the evidence; 
d. Both the accused and the complainant shall be afforded adequate time to prepare for the hearing; 
e. Both the accused and the complainant shall be able to offer relevant evidence and witnesses who can provide 

direct information and to question witnesses present at the hearing; 
f. The accused and the complainant shall have the opportunity to consult with a student conduct officer for clarity 

of process and procedure. 
g. Both the accused and the complainant shall receive in writing the outcome of the hearing; 
h. Both the accused and the complainant may appeal the outcome of the hearing in both sexual violence/sexual  

harassment cases only.  In all other cases, only the accused may appeal the outcome of the hearing. 
i. Both the accused and the complainant shall be afforded confidentiality in the handling of the conduct process in 

accordance with applicable policy and law. 
 

2. The following special considerations apply to the complainant:  

A. The University will not voluntarily release the complainant’s name to the public or media except as required by 
law. 

 
B. Further, University staff will, upon request by the complainant:  

1. meet with the complainant privately, at a reasonable place of his/her choice on campus, to discuss the 
situation in a confidential manner; 

2. treat the complainant with courtesy, understanding, and professionalism; assist the complainant in 
privately contacting counseling, advising, and other available resources should the victim so choose; 

3. issue no contact orders between the complainant and the accused or any other person involved in the 
incident. 

4. continue to be available to the complainant to answer questions, explain the systems and processes 
involved, and be a willing listener; keep him/her informed on the progress of the case as allowed by 
law and policy;  

5. in cases involving allegations of sexual violence, arrange at the discretion of the conduct officer, an 
alternative to giving a statement in a face-to-face setting during the hearing.  Please note:  the 
complainant has the right not to participate in the hearing if he/she so chooses but the 
University may still move forward in addressing the alleged violation of the student conduct 
process. 

6. arrange for the complainant to have the opportunity to make a statement concerning the impact of the 
incident on his or her life in the hearing. 

 
 
D. Disciplinary Conference.   

The purpose of the Disciplinary Conference is to ensure that the accused student understands his or her rights and 
responsibilities within the student disciplinary process.  The Disciplinary Conference shall be held within three (3) business days of 
the student’s receipt of the notification of alleged charges.  The Disciplinary Conference shall be held with a conduct officer from 
the Office of Student Rights & Responsibilities. 
 
1. At the Disciplinary Conference, the accused student will be:   

a. Given opportunity to discuss the allegations and provide information. 
b. Afforded the opportunity to review the Fundamental Fairness Guarantees. 
c. Notified of the possible charges which may result from the allegation(s). 
d. Given notice of the student conduct process to resolve charges in the Code. 
c. Provided a copy of the Student Code of Conduct and any other appropriate written material.   
e. Advised to consult further with the conduct officer handling their case concerning any questions or interpretation of 
procedure.   

 
2. Following this conference, the conduct officer will inform the accused as to whether a formal conduct charge will be 
 pursued to resolve the allegations. 
 
3. If the accused is formally charged with a conduct violation, the conduct officer will inform the student of his/her rights, 
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options available for resolution, and procedures in cases of failure to respond or withdrawal from the University in the 
face of conduct charges.  The following rights will be communicated to all students charged with a violation of the 
Student Code of Conduct: 
1) The right to be advised in writing of all charges as initiated in a charge letter.   
2) The right to decline to make any statements concerning the charges.   
3) The right to be advised of the evidence that will be presented during the hearing and the identity of individuals who 

will be present at the hearing.   
4) The right to submit a written account relating to the alleged charges.   
5) The right to be represented by a licensed attorney or non-attorney advocate if scheduled for a hearing before an 

Administrative Hearing Officer or the University Committee on Student Conduct, provided written Notice of 
Representation, signed FERPA authorization and Certification forms are received within two (2) business days after 
notification of hearing.  Note: The Notice of Representation must include the identity of the licensed attorney 
or non-attorney advocate, specification of their status as licensed attorney or non-attorney, and address, 
telephone number, and email where the licensed attorney may be reached.  The FERPA Authorization and 
Certification forms will be provided during the Disciplinary Conference.The right to a period of time to prepare 

for a hearing.   
6) The right to request a delay of the hearing for academic or extenuating circumstances.   
7) The right to admit responsibility for any or all of the charges.   
8) The right to hear and question witnesses, unless the witnesses is an alleged victim of sexual assault and unless 

responsibility is acknowledged.   
9) The right to present relevant evidence and witnesses.   
10) The right to present character references at the sanctioning (penalty) phase of the hearing.   
11) The right to request an alternate hearing officer with the same disciplinary authority as the initial officer if it is felt that 

the officer has an interested in the case or is biased.   
12) The right to be free from being charged by the university twice for the same instance of misconduct.   
13) The right to be presumed not responsible until proven otherwise.   
14) The right to appeal a decision by a hearing or a conduct officer within the limits of the time specified in the Code. 

 
3.02 Resolution of Disciplinary Actions   

Students who have disciplinary charges pending against them may choose one or more of the following means of resolution.   
A. Request a hearing. 

 
B. Plead responsible for the charges, waive a hearing on the charges and accept the sanctions to be levied after an 

administrative review by the Director of OSRR, or his/her designee . The Director of OSRR, or his/her designee, will 
consult with appropriate officials and parties involved and determine the appropriate sanction. A written document stating 
that the accused waives his/her right to a hearing and will accept the sanctions levied by the Director of OSRR, or his/her 
designee, must be signed and notarized by the accused and made a part of the record.   

 
C. Request that an interim sanction be imposed so that the student may resolve any pending criminal charges prior to 

proceeding with the campus disciplinary process.  
 
 
3.03 Hearing Procedures 
 

A. Administrative Hearings (for accused students who elect to resolve their disciplinary actions before the Director 
of OSRR or his/her designee)  

  
The following Administrative Hearing procedures apply in cases where the alleged charges do not rise to the level of warranting a 
suspension or expulsion from the University, as determined by the Office of Student Rights and Responsibilities.  In addition, 
these procedures also apply when a student desires to resolve a charge(s) that could result in his/her suspension or expulsion 
from the University if OSRR determines that resolution of the issues via the Administrative Hearing process is appropriate.  
 

1. A student who is charged with an alleged violation of the Student Code of Conduct will be provided an opportunity to 
meet with a conduct officer selected by the Director of OSRR, During this meeting, a student may accept 
responsibility for Student Code of Conduct violations and waive his/her right to a hearing before a judicial panel. A 
student who fails to attend the meeting with the conduct officer will forfeit his/her right to respond on his/her behalf 
regarding the alleged violation, unless the student can demonstrate that an extraordinary circumstance prevented 
his/her appearance as determined by the OSRR..   
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2. During the Administrative Hearing, the student will be provided with the following:   

a. An explanation of the charges;  
b. A summary of the information gathered in support of the charges;  
c. A reasonable opportunity for the student to reflect upon and respond on his/her own behalf to the charges; and  
d. An explanation of the applicable disciplinary procedures.  

3. The conduct officer will determine whether he/she finds the accused student responsible or not for a violation of the 
Student Code of Conduct and, if so, the appropriate disciplinary sanction to apply. In determining the sanction, the 
conduct officer will consider any aggravating or mitigating factors, including any prior violations of the Student Code 
of Conduct.  

4. The conduct officer will inform the student of the decision in writing within five (5) business days of the conclusion of 
the hearing.  

5. The written decision will include a statement of the charges, the determination, and the sanction to be imposed, if 
any. This decision is considered to be in full force and effect, unless a notice of appeal is received by the Director of 
OSRR (non suspendable/expellable cases) or the Vice Chancellor of Student Affairs & Enrollment Management 
(suspendable/expellable cases) within three (3) business days after the conduct officer/Administrative Hearing 
Officer pronounces his/her decision in writing.  

6. The standard of proof used in an administrative hearing for alleged violations under this Code is the greater weight 
of the evidence.  The conduct officer must determine whether it is “more likely than not” that the alleged violation(s) 
occurred.  The conduct officer must be convinced that, based solely on the information presented during the hearing, 
the conduct described is more likely than not to have occurred. 

 
 

B. Hearing Panels (University Committee on Student Conduct, Student Judicial Board)  

 
1. University Committee on Student Conduct -When a student is suspected to have engaged in behavior which 

violates this Code, and which could result in expulsion or suspension, the Director of Student Rights and 
Responsibilities, or his/her designee, will assemble a five-member hearing panel from the University Committee on 
Student Conduct.   
  
a. The Committee shall hold a hearing, consistent with Section 3.04 of this Code, within ten (10) calendar days of 

being assembled by the Director of OSRR (or his/her designee).    
 

b. Members of the Committee will serve a one-year term but may be reappointed once at the discretion of the 
Director of the Office of Student Rights & Responsibilities.  Any vacancies that occur during the course of the 
year will be filled by the Director of the Office of Student Rights & Responsibilities.  
 

c. The Committee shall also serve in an advisory capacity to the Director of the Office of Student Rights & 
Responsibilities in the revision and promulgation of regulations and procedures related to matters of student 
conduct. Suggestions regarding potential revisions to the Code from members of the University Committee may 
be addressed to the Director of OSRR. 

 
2. Student Judicial Board- The Student Judicial Board shall be composed of twenty (20) members. Eighteen 

members will be selected by an application and interview process.  The interviews will be conducted by a member of 
the OSRR staff, Residence Life staff and the Student Body President, or designee, whenever possible.  The 
nineteenth and twentieth members shall be the Chief Justice and Student Attorney General appointed by the 
Student Government Association President. The Student Judicial Board shall hear, try and decide cases involving 
student conduct as determined by the OSRR. The Board shall not have the authority to hear cases which may result 
in suspension or expulsion.  

 
C. The following procedures  apply in cases that may result in suspension or that are being presented before 

hearing panels: 

1. The chair of the hearing panel will state that the hearing is closed to the public.  The chair will also remind everyone 
present that the hearing proceedings are confidential.  

2. The chair will facilitate the introductions of those present and will explain the hearing procedures to the parties.   
3. The chair will state the charge(s) against the accused student, advise the student of his/her rights and ask the 

student whether or not he/she agrees or disagrees to the charges.  
4. The conduct officer from OSRR will present the University’s case in the form of documentary evidence and 
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witnesses.  The panel and the accused student will be provided with copies of any documentary evidence introduced 
during the hearing.  

5. The accused student may respond to the charges and may also present evidence in the form of documents and 
witnesses.  The panel and the conduct officer from OSRR will be provided with copies of any documentary evidence 
introduced during the hearing.  

6. The conduct officer from OSRR will be permitted to question the accused student’s witnesses and the accused 
student will be permitted to question the Director of OSRR or his/her designee’s witnesses except the alleged victim 
of alleged sexual violence (See Article III).  

7. The conduct officer from OSRR and the accused student will be permitted to present rebuttal evidence following the 
conclusion of the other party’s presentation of evidence.  

8. The panel will be permitted to question the conduct officer from OSRR, the accused students and witnesses for both 
parties.  The panel will normally endeavor to question the witnesses following questioning by the opposing party, 
and will question the parties at the conclusion of their presentations.  Nevertheless, panelists are permitted to 
question witnesses and the parties at any time during the hearing.  

9. The conduct officer from OSRR will be provided with the opportunity to make a closing statement.  
10. The accused student will be provided with the opportunity to make a closing statement.  
11. The Chair will conclude the evidentiary portion of the hearing and set up a time for deliberations to begin at the 

earliest possible time.  
12. During panel hearings, deliberations about responsibility are conducted by the panel in a closed session.    
13. The decision of the panel shall be determined by majority vote.    
14. If the panel finds that the accused student is responsible, the conduct officer from OSRR and the accused student 

may present evidence and argument regarding the appropriate sanction.  Written statements by either party is 
permissible.  

15. If the panel finds the accused student responsible, the conduct officer from OSRR will indicate whether the student 
has any prior findings of responsibility for academic or non-academic conduct violations.  

16. The panel will then deliberate and determine an appropriate sanction.  All sanctions imposed shall be pursuant to 
and in accordance with the sanctions in Article IV.  These deliberations shall be conducted in closed session.  

17. The hearing panel shall render a written decision as to whether they find the accused student responsible or not 
responsible for the charges within five (5) business days of the conclusion of the hearing.  The decision shall state 
the sanction, if any, and the procedures for the appeal.  The accused student and the conduct officer from OSRR 
shall each be given a copy of the decision.    

18. Decisions of a panel and sanctions recommended by a panel are considered to be in full force and effect unless a 
notice of appeal is received by Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs & Enrollment Management (suspendable cases) 
or the Director of Student Rights & Responsibilities (non-suspendable) within three(3) calendar days after the panel 
pronounces its decision and makes the decision known to the Office of Student Rights & Responsibilities.   

 
3.04.   In Absentia Consideration of Charges   

A. A student who is notified in writing of charges of misconduct under the Code and fails to respond within seven (7) calendar 
days shall have waived his/her right to a hearing and will be considered to have entered a plea of responsible for the 
charges(s) specified. The Director of OSRR shall recommend a sanction consistent with established precedent for similar 
violations.    

B. The Director of OSRR shall withhold the student’s future registration at the university until such time as the Director of OSRR 
has had an opportunity to interview and counsel the student. The Director of OSRR may elect to alter the sanctions, whether 
greater or lesser, pending the interview.   

C. If the Director of OSRR determines that the student’s failure to appear was not for the purpose of circumventing the 
processes of this Code, the Director of OSRR may rescind the disciplinary action and alter the sanction imposed, or refer a 
student to the appropriate court to have the allegation heard on its merits.   

D. A student who fails to attend his or her scheduled hearing shall have the case adjudicated by the appropriate court or 
administrative officer in the student’s absence.   

  
ARTICLE IV − SANCTIONS FOR MISCONDUCT   

  
4.01 Expulsion severs the relationship of the student with the University. It may be recommended by the appropriate hearing 

panel but can be imposed or rescinded only by the Chancellor. This penalty implies permanent separation from North Carolina 
Central University and any institution within the University of North Carolina System, and will likely prevent admission to any other 
institution of higher education. Students separated from the University by expulsion for reasons which represent a threat to 
persons or property may not enter University premises or university-related premises without securing prior approval from the 
Director of OSRR.  
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4.02 Suspension severs the student’s relationship with the University for no less than the remainder of the semester or summer 

session in which the sanction is imposed or no more than one year. It is imposed for a specified period of time, the terminal date 
of which shall coincide with the official ending of an academic semester, summer session, or academic school year. Conditions for 
readmission may include, but are not limited to, disciplinary probation for a specified length of time; no on-campus housing; 
restricted visitation to specified University facilities; and a written statement from an accredited mental health professional or 
medical doctor verifying the capability of the student to function successfully at the University.   
  
Students separated from the University by suspension may not enter University premises or university-related premises without 
securing prior approval from the Director of OSRR.  
  
If a student is suspended as a result of a disciplinary hearing, any credit earned at another institution during the time of 
suspension will not be accepted for transfer credit.   
 
  
4.03 Disciplinary Probation permits continuation of the relationship between the student and the University.   The probationary 

period is to provide a time of reflection for the student to consider the offense and his/her future responsibilities as a member of 
the University community. Subsequent violations of university rules, regulations, or policies could result in more severe sanction(s) 
(even after a particular probationary period expires). Probation is imposed for a specified period of time, the terminal date of which 
shall coincide with the official ending of an academic semester, summer session, or academic school year. The status of 
Disciplinary Probation may involve restrictions, conditions, or terms imposed for a definite period of time. Restrictions, conditions, 
or terms of probation may include, but are not limited to, ineligibility to participate in university activities or events; periodic contact 
with a designated member of the University community; and restrictions on accessibility to University facilities and/or housing 
areas;   
   
4.04 Disciplinary Warning involves written notice to the student indicating that specific behavior or activity is in violation of this 

Code and that repetition of similar or other unsatisfactory behavior would likely result in more serious disciplinary action.   
  
4.05 Restitution is reimbursement for actual damage or destruction of, or misappropriation of University property or property of 

any person which results from conduct in violation of this Code. The hearing officer or hearing panel will investigate and determine 
the appropriate reimbursement.   
  
4.06 Residence Hall Separation involves removal from the University residence hall community for conduct which clearly 

demonstrates an inability to function appropriately in the residence hall living situation. Such separation may be permanent or for 
a specified number of semesters. Such separation prohibits accessibility to all or designated residence halls.  Visitations will not 
be permitted without securing prior approval from the hearing officer or panel.  In no case will separation be less than the 
remainder of the semester in which it takes place.   
  
4.07 Interim Sanction  When a student is charged with violating a federal, state or local law, the University will normally choose 

to proceed with the campus disciplinary process pursuant to section 3.03 of this Code, However, a student who faces criminal 
charges may choose to submit to an interim sanction, such as an interim suspension and/or eviction from University housing, 
pending the criminal proceeding, provided that such suspension is done in compliance with existing policies.  The interim 
suspension will be imposed by the Director of OSRR without a hearing or a ruling on the behavior in question so as to protect the 
campus community while also protecting the accused student from creating a record that may be used against him or her in 
criminal court.  Once a criminal judgment has been rendered (including prayer for judgment continued), the campus disciplinary 
process may proceed.  The student has the responsibility for timely notifying the University upon the conclusion of the criminal 
proceeding.  
  
If a student chooses to submit to an interim sanction, the student shall be administratively withdrawn from his/her classes, and the 
student shall only be responsible for fees incurred up to and including the date of the administrative withdrawal.  However, the 
student must complete an Official Administrative Withdrawal Form in order to be withdrawn from his/her classes.  
 
4.07a. Interim Suspension.    

   
4.07(a)(1) Purpose of Interim Suspension. In special circumstances, the Director of the Office of Student Rights & Responsibilities 
may suspend a student charged with violating this Code for an interim period until the outcome of a full disciplinary hearing based 
on the merits of the charge.   
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4.07(a)(2)  Circumstances Where Interim Suspension May Apply   
Interim suspension shall be exercised only in those situations in which there is reasonable cause to believe that the student ’s 
alleged act of misconduct is of such a serious nature that his or her continued presence at the University is potentially dangerous 
to the health and safety of the University community, its property, or its educational mission. Such acts of misconduct include, but 
are not limited to, all acts of assault and/or battery with any type of weapon or instrument; gross sexual misconduct; rape; hazing; 
possession of weapons; false bomb threats or community threats against University officials, staff or faulty; armed robbery; arson; 
the manufacture, distribution, and/or possession of any incendiary or explosive device; and other acts which might endanger 
persons or property.  This list if not exhaustive or conclusive.  
  
4.07(a)(3) Procedure for Interim Suspension   
 
A. To invoke interim suspension, the Director of the Office of Student Rights & Responsibilities, or his/her designee, will conduct 

a preliminary investigation and hearing with the student, if possible.  The student will be informed of the alleged violation(s) 
and the name of the person(s) bringing the charge(s).  The student will be given an opportunity to explain the circumstances 
of the alleged behavior that has become the source of the alleged misconduct.   

 
B. Parents/guardians of dependent students will be contacted by phone as soon as practicably possible by the Director of OSRR 

or his/her designee following the imposition of an interim suspension.   
 
C. A judicial board hearing or administrative decision as provided under the Code shall be initiated within seven class days after 

the date of the interim suspension.  The student’s interim suspension shall not be used as evidence in any hearing or 
administrative decision.   

 

D. A student who fails to attend his or her scheduled hearing will be heard in absentia as specified in Section 3.05.     
 

E. Should a judicial hearing panel find that the student did not commit the act(s) for which he or she was suspended, the 
suspension will be revoked and the student immediately reinstated without penalty.    

  
4.07(a)(4) Terms of Interim Suspension   

Interim suspension is to begin immediately after the preliminary investigation and hearing.  The student is to physically remove 
himself or herself from the property of the University until the initiation of a full hearing and shall be informed that he/she may not 
trespass. Presence on the campus by the student during the interim suspension shall be considered a violation of this Code, and 
the student may also be charged with criminal trespass under the state law.    
 
4.08 Additional Sanctions   

 In addition to the above individual sanctions, any one or a combination of the following may be concurrently imposed for an 
offense provided that such additional sanctions shall be imposed against an offender for a definite period of time.  Such sanctions 
are examples only and do not limit the type of additional sanctions which may be imposed:   
  
A. Loss of on campus parking privileges;   

B. Exclusion from practice or membership in organized groups or activities sponsored by the University;  

C. Requirement to perform additional community service or work sanction;  

D. Trespass from the University or any University-sponsored event;  

E. Requirement to enter into a behavioral contract with the University as a condition of readmission;   

F. Required counseling, substance abuse assessment, or similar evaluations; and/or  

G. Required participation in a program of education as determined by the Director of OSRR or his/her designee.  

 
  
4.09 Psychological Evaluation   

A psychological evaluation may be required of a student found guilty of an offense by the hearing panel when in the hearing 
panel’s judgment the student might benefit from some form of treatment as part of the hearing panel’s overall plan of sanctions.  
Such an evaluation, provided by the appropriate staff in the Student Health and Counseling Services area or other bona fide 
agency would focus on recommending an appropriate way to assist the student in understanding and correcting the behavior that 
led to the student’s difficulties.  The results of the evaluation will be shared with the student and the Director of OSRR or his/her 
designee who will maintain the confidentiality of the evaluative record.  The Director of OSRR, or his/her designee, has the 
discretion to either determine an appropriate sanction for the student, or refer the matter back to the hearing panel for final 
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resolution, based on the nature of the information contained in the evaluative record.   
  
 
 
 
ARTICLE V – APPEALS   
 
5.01 Purposes of an Appeal   

 Appeals must be presented, specifically described in writing. An appeal is not a new hearing. It is a review of the record of the 
original hearing. The accused student and his/her advisor or attorney (in the case that a criminal charge exists) has the right to 
review the accused student’s disciplinary file, including any verbatim record (tape recording) of the hearing.  In cases involving 
sexual violence/harassment, the complainant and/or the accused has the right to appeal the student conduct decision. 
  
5.02 Appellate Process   
 
A. Time for filing an Appeal  

A written petition for appeal of suspendable offenses shall be filed with the Office of Student Affairs and Enrollment Management.  
A written petition for the appeal of non-suspendable offenses shall be filed with the Office of Student Rights & Responsibilities.  All 
petitions for appeals must be filed by 5 p.m. of the third

 
(3

rd
) business day after the decision was rendered.   

  
B. Appeal Forum  

1. Decisions resulting from a hearing before the Student Judicial Board or an Administrative Hearing that do not involve 
suspension or expulsion are limited to an appeal to be heard by the Director of OSRR or his/her designee.  This is the 
final appeal that can be requested in these cases.  

 

 

2. Decisions from the University Committee on Student Conduct or decisions from an Administrative Hearing that involve 
the imposition of a sanction of suspension are limited to an appeal to be heard by the Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs 
and Enrollment Management.   
 

3. Decisions from the Chancellor that involve the imposition of expulsion are limited to an appeal to be heard by the UNC 
Board of Governors. 

 
  
5.03 Grounds for Appeal  

A.       An appeal may be sought on two grounds:   
1. On a claim of error in the hearing procedure.  Appeals on such grounds must be presented, specifically described, in 

writing, within three (3) business days of the announcement of the decision.   
2. On a claim of new evidence or information material to the case which was not available at the time of hearing. 

Appeals on such grounds must be presented, specifically described, in writing, within three (3) business days of the new 
evidence having been discovered.  Supporting documentation of the date that the new evidence was discovered must be 
submitted in the petition for appeal.  

  
B. The petitioner must specify in writing the grounds which form the basis of his/her appeal.  The petitioner has the burden of 

proving the stated grounds for appeal in the petition.  The petitioner must provide factual information to support his/her claim 
and explain the outcome that he/she is seeking.  The appeal should include the following: 

 
1. A copy of the decision being appealed; 
2. A statement of the grounds for appeal, which at a minimum should contain a list of alleged errors in the decision or 

procedure and statement of why the decision or sanctions are in error; 
3. A requested remedy; and 
4. The signature of the petition and the date the appeal is being submitted.    

 
5.04 The Appeal   

If a student timely submits a written petition for appeal that meets the requirements of Section 5.03, his/her appeal shall be heard 
by the appropriate person as set forth in Section 5.02.  
  
An official summary of previous action in the case being appealed must be prepared by OSRR and submitted to the individual 
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hearing the appeal and the petitioner.  The official summary shall contain a statement of the charges brought against the 
petitioner, a summary of the evidence, and a statement of the sanction imposed. When appropriate, the summary shall also 
contain a statement of procedural rulings made and of interpretations of the rules and regulations given during the proceedings. A 
transcript of the hearing or verbatim record of the hearing (but not the deliberations) shall also be submitted to the individual 
hearing the appeal.   
 
  
   
5.05 Decision on Appeal   

 After the appeal has been received, a decision to take one of the following actions must be made by the individual hearing the 
appeal:   
 

A. Uphold the prior decision;  
B. Modify the sanction imposed in the prior decision;   
C. Remand the case to the initial decision maker with suggestions for a supplemental hearing to receive additional 

evidence, or for a new hearing; 
D. Reverse or modify the prior decision; or  
E. Dismiss the entire case.   

   

5.06 Notice of Decision on Appeal   

 Within five (5) business days of the appeals hearing, the individual hearing the appeal shall provide a written decision to the 
petitioner.  A copy of the appeals decision shall be maintained in the student’s disciplinary file in OSRR.  
  
5.07 Appeal to Board of Trustees     

 A student may appeal the decision of the Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs and Enrollment Management to the Board of 
Trustees (BOT) of North Carolina Central University by filing a written petition for appeal with the Chancellor by 5 p.m. of the third 
(3rd) business day after notice of the decision has been received by the student.  A student may communicate with the BOT only 
by transmitting the communication to the BOT through the Chancellor. That is, a student should write to the Chancellor and 
request that the Chancellor transmit specific information to the Board of Trustees.  Appeals to the Board of Trustees are limited to 
a claim that the decision violated University policy.   
  
  
ARTICLE VI- CONFIDENTIALITY AND RECORDS 
 
6.01 Disciplinary Files   

 Disciplinary files are retained by the department which conducted the disciplinary hearing−the Office of Student Rights & 
Responsibilities or the Department of Residential Life-in compliance with the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 1974 
(FERPA).  These departments have mutual access to student files.  A student’s disciplinary file is not released outside the 
University without the written and dated consent of the student identified in the record and a record shall be maintained of each 
request for a student’s disciplinary file. Disciplinary information will be provided within the University to individuals who are 
determined to have a legitimate, educational interest in obtaining this information.  Disciplinary records may also be shared with 
third parties to the extent allowed under FERPA.  Victims of violence will be notified of the final disposition of the case to include 
the name of the accused, the written notification of the charges filed against the accused, the decision of the administrative 
hearing office or hearing panel, the sanctions imposed (if any), the date the sanctions were imposed and the duration for which 
the sanctions shall be imposed.   
  
Disciplinary files for non-expulsion and non-academic cases, as well as files for expulsion cases, shall be maintained in 
accordance with the UNC General Records Retention and Disposition Schedule.   
 


